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Handwriting Analysis
The fully illustrated chapters within this compehensive guide will gradually lead the reader
toward understanding and interpreting the different features of handwriting, not only where the
personal qualities of the writer are clearly expressed, but also where he or she tries to mask
them behind affected mannerisms. Many features of handwriting will be interpreted by the
readers as symptoms of conflict in their own minds. They will be led to solve their problems
through a study of their own handwriting and will find many examples of such conflicting traits
in samples of handwriting collected by the author during the many years of her experience.
The samples will teach the reader to apply his newly won method in similar cases, and so
gradually acquire experience of his own. The author has endeavored to prove that nothing is
surmise or mere intuition in graphology. On the contrary, each graphic trait will be explained in
full detail in connection with the different combinations and associations. Only through those
combinations can one do justice to the writer's personality in the analysis of handwriting.
David DeWitt has done it once more! In his latest book, “Bullying…Applying Handwriting
Analysis to Detect Potential Signs and Effects”, David DeWitt puts forth a timely hypothesis
that carries great import for contemporary American society. As a certified Graphoanalyst,
David DeWitt has spent a lifetime studying the link between human behavior and handwriting.
This field of endeavor is referred to as Graphology and is a science unto itself. I have
personally witnessed this man as he applied his extensive knowledge to analyzing the
handwriting of interested volunteers ...and the results of his findings were incredibly accurate!
The individuals involved were, to a person, amazed by the insights that he garnered based
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upon their handwriting samples. Above all, David DeWitt is a humanist of the highest caliber
and his altruism has inspired him to deploy his unique skill set for the betterment of mankind.
On October 7, 2003, young Ryan Halligan’s life ended as a result of recurrent bullying by his
peers. John Halligan, Ryan’s father, has since made it his mission to speak out publicly
against bullying and to alert people to its many and varied warning signs. Having met Mr.
Halligan personally, David DeWitt was touched by Ryan’s tragedy and was compelled to
marshal his graphoanalytic talents in the war against bullying. In his newest work,
“Bullying…Applying Handwriting Analysis to Detect Potential Signs and Effects”, David DeWitt
methodically exposes the reader to the links between handwriting and possible aggressive and
dishonest behavior. This book is not just for parents ...we are all involved in the battle against
bullying. I endorse David DeWitt in his literary efforts and highly recommend this book to you.
Simply stated, this is a must read. —John De Mado, John De Mado Language Seminars, LLC
Author/Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, McGraw-Hill, Pearson
The ability to write by hand is a pinnacle of human achievement. As a form of self-expression,
handwriting reflects a person's thoughts about the self and reveals aspects of a person's
personality. Written in a step-by-step fashion, The Definitive Book of Handwriting Analysis
begins with the history of the field and then teaches you how to analyze any handwriting,
starting with objective criteria, including variables such as organization, speed, size, shape,
slant, and symbolic features. Then you learn how to combine these variables to create a full
personality profile. There are more than 100 handwriting samples, including those from Paul
Newman, Bill Clinton, Marlon Brando, Donald Trump, Sigmund and Anna Freud, Thomas
Edison, Osama bin Laden, Jacqueline Kennedy, Bruce Springsteen, Benito Mussolini,
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Napoleon, Michael Jackson, Robert Redford, Barak Obama, and Charles Darwin. Part II
discusses how handwriting is organized by the brain and includes many examples of the link
between handwriting and various illnesses and brain disorders, from dyslexia and epilepsy to
stroke and coma. It ends with a discussion of the link between different personality types, their
brain organization, and their handwriting. Part III is an in-depth look at the field of questioned
documents, including such topics as free-hand forgeries, tracing, disguised handwriting, and
anonymous notes. It features an in-depth discussion of how forgeries are created and how
they are detected. If you are interested in any aspect of this topic, The Definitive Book of
Handwriting Analysis is definitely the book you need!
A step-by-step approach to learning the secrets of handwriting analysis with over 100
handwriting samples individually examined.
This all-in-one handwriting analysis kit includes a how-to-book, notepad, ruler, protractor,
magnifying glass an International Graphoanalysis Society certified Emotional Responsiveness
Gauge. Handwriting analysis has been submitted as evidence in court cases, studied to
understand heroes from the past and investigated by the police to track criminals. It's a fun and
telling way to learn about people's strengths and weaknesses. Like clothing or body language,
handwriting style is a presentation of ourselves on a subconscious level. By taking a close look
at a short writing sample, from the dots on the I's, and crosses on the T's to the loops on the
P's and humps on the N's, readers can decipher hidden talents and insecurities and delve into
the depths of the subconscious self. It's surprisingly accurate and lots of fun. The book
analyzes the handwriting of the most interesting and controversial people in history from
Einstein and Madonna to Clinton and Starr.
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FrogScratch is a dating tool that allows you to peek into the depth of your dates character. This
dating tool is handwriting analysis, and its designed to save you heartache and unpleasant
surprises by understanding what you see in ones handwriting. If you see danger, you are
forewarned and can extricate yourself from the situation. Fast! This secret knowledge is known
by only a few. Do not be surprised if someone knowledgeable of handwriting has assessed
your personality using only a glance. Be among the informed. Let FrogScratch teach you this
fun and easy craft.
No book has portrayed the provocative topic of handwriting analysis with as much sweep and
depth. Veteran handwriting analyst Martin Povser covers all the issues that have intrigued the
public and analysts themselves, including the ones about doctors writing and printed writing.
Since an analysis determines the writers personality, he shows many practical uses for an
analysis, from personal and family to commercial and governmental. He even delves into
cutting-edge issues, such as graphotherapyreforming your personality by altering your
handwriting. What about people with serious social problems? Povser discusses what we can
learn from the writing of anorexics, ax murderers, embezzlers, and the sexually abused. In
breaking new ground, Povser also takes you inside with professional analyst Allan K. Grim, Jr.,
recounting his diverse experiences, showing his analysis steps, and conveying his outspoken
opinions. Some people link handwriting analysis with dubious subjects like astrology and
fortune telling. Acknowledging critics attack his subjects validity, Povser airs the arguments for
and against it. However, he makes his case for the public and psychology to accept it as a
serious scientific subject. In a bold statement he also explains why he believes it is better than
any other psychological test or technique for revealing personality. Povsers writing style is
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intimate, off -beat, and sometimes daft, while he expresses candid, dignifi ed views about
handwriting analysis. In this innovative book Povser enlightens us about our unique, personal
possessionour handwriting. You will never look at your writing the same again.

No one is quite sure how or when the practice of handwriting analysis started.
Since the times of the Ancient Romans it has been used to analyzed personality
traits, and in more recent times it has been used to include the analysis of
relationships and career paths. Secrets of Handwriting Analysis offers a
comprehensive introduction to the topic, showing you how to take a sample; how
to measure size, width, and height; how to spot more complex characteristics,
such as loops and tails; and how to use these to create an accurate and sensitive
analysis. Read this book and discover all the surprising insights that graphology
has to offer. How to employ handwriting analysis to analyze personality, career
options, and relationships. The Secrets of...series offers a unique juxtaposition of
theory and practice, providing clear, full explanations that demystify each subject
and show you the best way to apply it. This book provides a thorough
introduction to handwriting analysis, illustrated with many samples of handwriting,
shows you how to use handwriting analysis to improve your career prospects and
interpersonal relationships, and offers approximately 350 pictures that help clarify
deep ideas.
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Is it possible to know all about someone, just by looking at their handwriting?
Imagine you could ask anyone to write down two simple words yet you could start
telling them 'what they're like' from their handwriting almost immediately - even
complete strangers! You must admit that would be cool. How could you know so
much with so little information? Well with the graphology system outlined in this
new graphology book designed to be learned in few days, you can be giving
interesting yet fun handwriting readings in no time at all - Here are some points to
consider: * Can be learned over a weekend * Requires only two words to be
written down * Can be done for two or more people at the same time * A great icebreaker or conversation starter * Once you've learned it, it's almost impossible to
forget Oh - and did we mention the FREE AUDIOBOOK? We almost forgot - not
only do you get the book packed with examples, exercises and top-tips to make
learning graphology as painless as possible, you also get the 13 part audiobook
thrown in as well! FLASH CARDS! With the book and audiobook you also get a
set of 10 flash cards! Print them off onto index cards and stick them in your back
pocket so you can have an instant 'refresher' moment while you're still learning
the system. No need for last minutes nerves - a quick look at your flash cards
and you can top-up your new found knowledge in a jiffy. Powerful stuff Seriously,
knowing this information is powerful - everyone is interested in themselves, and
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by using the fun techniques in this unique book you'll find that sometimes you
simply haven't got the time to check out everybody's handwriting! REVIEWS "I
really enjoyed reading your new book and would heartily recommend it. It is a
great way to learn the art without spending hours ploughing through the many
books out there on the subject." - Richard Osterlind "Julian is a wonderful
teacher. I've tried learning enough about graphology before to use as an adjunct
to my mentalism performances but it never stuck. And I quickly became bored.
With Julian's system once the info is in your head, it isn't easily leaving. And I
found the whole process fun! Julian has set this up in a way that you get constant
reinforcement for your efforts and just want to keep going." - Bill Cushman "I
have finished Julian's book on Graphology and highly recommend it. Julian has
condensed a large amount of information on graphology into an easily
memorized system and provided a presentation that is short, sweet, and can be
done on the back of a business card. I like to explain how I am getting my
information as I am doing the reading, and Julian's system is perfectly suited for
this. In fact, it is so simple to explain that your subject will likely go away believing
they have learned something valuable even in the unlikely event that most of
your reading doesn't hit the mark -- so you really cannot lose. Anyone that is
interested in Graphology should definitely pick up this book." - John Lumber "As
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a long time graphologist, I've perused Julian's manuscript, and can attest that it is
exactly as described. He's taken some of the real 'meat' of the subject and found
a way to explain it clearly and simply - AND to do it in a wicked clever mnemonic
sort of structure that makes it quite easy to remember. (And, therefore, easy to
explain to others.) He's done a lot of hard mental work so that you won't have to!
Well worth the price tag for those who wish to use it." - Brane OTHER KINDLE
BOOKS IN THE SPEED LEARNING SERIES BY JULIAN MOORE Speed
Learning: Graphology - The Art Of Handwriting Analysis Speed Learning:
Cartomancy - A Playing Card Reading Primer Speed Learning: Palmistry - Palm
Readings In Your Own Words Speed Learning: Numerology - Numbers Past And
Present With The Lo-Shu Square Speed Learning: Star Signs
Handwriting Analysis 101: Identifying Personality, Sex & Lies through
Handwriting Are You Ready To Learn How To Read Into The Detail Of
Handwriting? If So You've Come To The Right Place... In the 1930's, handwriting
analysis finally gained visibility in the United States. A penmanship instructor
noticed that despite the consistency of his method of instruction and teaching his
students in groups, their handwriting always had a certain individuality - their
strokes bore their "mark," as he put it. He made detailed observations, made use
of existing knowledge, and eventually made significant contributions to the
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science in addition to increasing its popularity in the US. Here's A Preview Of
What You'll Learn... Introduction To Handwriting Analysis Understanding
Personality Via Slope, Uprightness, Angularity, Legibility Of Lettering & More!
Sex And Compatibility Via Handwriting Analysis Identifying Lies (Must Read) And
Much, Much More! Be Sure To Download Your Bonus Content At The Back Of
This Book!
This introduction is a guide to psychology and human behavior through
handwriting analysis. Includes a breif history of handwriting analysis, basic
psychological principles revealed in handwriting; and the emotional intensity of
pressure and slant.
Way back in 1999, I felt magnetically drawn towards a book on “Handwriting
Analysis”. This accidental encounter with graphology changed my life. All my
negative traits and habits that held me back, were in front of me. It was my
moment of awakening. Its time you find yours! Do you feel struck in life? Have
difficulty in setting and achieving goals? Or drop projects midway? Sometimes,
we find ourselves stuck in life due to our inability to recognise our shortcomings.
Even if we do recognise them, we find it difficult to improve. Handwriting Analysis
is a secret key to our subconscious mind. It brings forth our shortcoming, toxic
patterns and unrewarding habits that we may have developed over time. Take a
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leap towards your dreams, and reach your highest potential. Use this book as a
tool for Self-Discovery, Self-Awareness and Self-Realisation. This book is
designed as a simple tool to help you unravel yourself. By using it, you can learn
about your self-esteem and how you project yourself in the outside world. It helps
you discover your strengths and weaknesses. It presents before you a life
changing tool-kit by which you can change yourself and decide on the traits you
wish to develop to succeed in your chosen field. Learn, unlearn and improve your
professional as well as personal lives by understanding your handwriting and
signature. This book also helps you understand people and unfurl their hidden
mental traits, motives and feelings.
This book is based on actual case histories of criminal activity and drug use. It is
written by Larry M. McDaniel, a certified Clinical Psychologist polygraph
examiner, and handwriting analyst. This is a "must have" for professional
analysts and students as well.
Shows how to analyze handwriting traits, including slant, spacing, baseline, and
connecting strokes, and discusses practical uses
Handwriting Analysis: A Guide to Understanding Personalities is a fascinating and revealing
look at handwriting as a window to behavior. In thirteen chapters of well-written text and more
than 100 writing samples, the basics and the finer nuances of handwriting analysis are
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illustrated and interpreted. Samples from well-known celebrities and public figures from various
professions, as well as persons with particular problems and illnesses, are reviewed with clarity
and sensitivity. Personalities of the famous and infamous are revealed through chapters
covering contemporary novelists, criminals, upright citizens, cloak-and-dagger operators,
geniuses, entertainers, and others.
It's all there in black and white The most popular book on this amazing discipline, this volume
shows readers how to analyze almost any handwriting sample and understand the special
characteristics of the writer's personality. Drawing upon 30 years of experience as a
professional graphologist, Sheila Lowe clearly explains what every squiggle and dot says
about a person. From Kurt Cobain and Jimmy Smits to Ronald Reagan and Bill Clinton, this
new edition is filled with hundreds of real examples of handwriting to illustrate how handwriting
indicates a person's most basic and intimate traits. --Hundreds of new handwriting examples
--Up-to-the-minute information about graphology computer programs --Fascinating anecdotes
about graphology's role in criminal justice
Handwriting analysis, or graphology, is the science involved in producing a personality profile
of the writer by examining the characteristics, traits and strokes of an individual's handwriting. It
seems impossible, but a trained graphologist can gather an astonishing amount of information
about the writer just from analyzing their handwriting. Besides creating a complete personality
profile, many other things are revealed in your handwriting, such as health issues, morality,
past experiences, hidden talents, mental problems-- to name just a few. This plain and simple
title explains what handwriting analysis is and why it works. The author gives a brief history of
the art then delves into every aspect of writing, including: The way the writing moves across
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the page The meaning of the pen, pencil, and ink chosen The slope of the script and the
amount of space between words The size and shape of the individual letters and signatures
The meaning of writing styles in headed paper, logos, and shop signs
This is the ideal book for anyone interested in graphology and who wants to do more than just
read about it. Not only does it include practical explanations with clear illustrations, it also
comes with - a Character Sketch template, with instructions to enable you to create your own
professional looking quick character sketches from any writing you may see. - It also gives you
tips on the best way to collect handwriting samples - Instructions on how to throw a
Handwriting Party - and a Handy Reference Guide to save you time as you learn the skills. All
in all it is a very comprehensive package ready and able to equip you to try out your new skills
as an amateur graphologist. You'll be amazed at how much you can find out about people just
by looking at their writing.
The book describes the various ways that handwriting analysis can be used by individuals to
help them in their job, family, recreation, and business success.
Learn the many ways handwriting can reveal personality traits in this comprehensive
introduction to graphology. In Handwriting Analysis, graphology expert Karen Kristin Amend
offers a fresh approach to the principles of graphology. Covering all aspects of handwriting,
from size and spacing to pace and form quality, this book is designed to help readers learn the
skills of whole-person profiling. Amend demonstrates how to determine various personality
traits ranging from mood to moral character, self-confidence, and emotional needs. She also
shows how to detect emotional disturbance or mental illness. With new material for
understanding the significance of the writing rhythm, this volume also provides handwriting
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samples of famous people.
This fresh new approach to handwriting analysis develops a view of the whole person not a
piecemeal understanding. New chapters on emotional disturbances and childhood analysis
make this book the most comprehensive volume on writing analysis available.
(Philosophy/Divination)

Handwriting AnalysisPutting It to Work for YouMcGraw Hill Professional
The writing’s on the wall--this new entry in the extremely successful Simply™
series is the best book on the subject of graphology! It explains what handwriting
analysis is and why it works and gives a brief history of the art. Then, it delves
into every aspect of writing: the way the writing moves across the pa? the
meaning of the pen, pencil and ink chosen; the slope of the script; the amount of
space between words; the size and shape of the individual letters, and
signatures. There’s even an examination of writing styles in headed paper,
logos, shop signs, and other situations where the lettering has to make a good
impression. Samples throughout illustrate every point in fine visual style.
Shows how to analyze handwriting, explains what writing can reveal about one's
personality, values, and attitudes towards love, and looks at the handwriting of
thirteen actors, actresses, athletes, and politicians
A collection of papers by practicing graphologists as well as critics from many
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fields, providing a balanced evaluation of claims that personality, aptitude, and
psychological and physical health can be determined through handwriting
analysis. Paper edition (unseen), $21.95. Annotation copyright by Book News,
Inc., Portland, OR
This book is based on actual case histories involving employment screening and
criminal cases solved by handwriting analysis. It is written by Larry M. McDaniel
who was certified by the State of Georgia as Clinical Psychologist and a licensed
polygraph examiner and handwriting analyst as well since the early 1970's. This
is a ""must have"" for any professional analyst or student as well. It is not a
beginner's book.
As unique as a fingerprint, our handwriting is a reflection of our inner selves,
revealing everything from our talents and personal tastes to insecurities, desires,
and psychological attitudes. Reed Hayes shows how the practical art of
graphology (or handwriting analysis) can provide insight into the qualities of your
own personality as well as the personalities of those around you. Between the
Lines provides an awareness of graphology that not only enhances our
understanding of ourselves, but also sheds light on our business, social, and
romantic relationships.
An updated manual explains how to use handwriting analysis to understand an
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individual's character, personal values, love issues, and career ambitions,
offering hundreds of real-life handwriting samples to illuminate how handwriting
reflects each person's most important traits. Original.
Learn handwriting analysis precisely and correctly. This book helps a reader to understand the
traits, personality, inherent skill and quality, strengths and weaknesses from just looking at
one’s handwriting. Even more, the reader can also learn to read someone’s emotions,
feelings, thinking patterns, the present state of mind, this is the uniqueness of the book. This
book is ideal for the person who is interested to learn or understand · Personality analysis, ·
Human Psychology · Handwriting science, · Signature makeover, This book is for all the
individuals however, it is also beneficial to some professionals like Human resource, career
counsellor, Teachers and mentors, life coach, motivational speaker, some medical
professionals like Psychologist, Psychiatrist, Therapist, who has to deal with human
behaviours and psychology. “Handwriting Decoded Scientifically” is a book on the science of
handwriting that is also called Handwriting Analysis and Graphology. In this book,
Graphologist, Rajesh Kothari, has given an insight into detail of Graphology including various
aspects of handwriting such as pressure, slant, size, margin, stroke, connections, baseline,
traits, stacking of traits and many more. This book is designed in a way that readers get indepth knowledge about handwriting and learn how to analyze the personality and character of
the person. This book is divided into several modules to make it easier to understand and learn
graphology. Even, for a better understanding of the reader, in this book, various handwriting
samples have been given to give practical knowledge. Module 1: Inside detail: Basics of
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handwriting analysis/ graphology, grapho-therapy, signature makeover including its several
applications that can be useful for personal and professional life. · Handwriting zone · Slants ·
Concept of Paper · Margin The remaining elements of the handwriting are covered in other
modules of the book. This one is the best complete package for beginners to learn the science
of handwriting and how to read anyone’s personality without meeting or asking a single
question. After reading this book if you have any query please feel free to contact us.
The book tells in details about the tricks and logic of analyzing handwriting and signatures.
This book can be used very usefully by everyone who wants to become successful by
changing his attitude and personality by actually knowing about himself.
Handwriting Analysis: Laws/Principles... And More is Mr. Cammarata's presentation of
handwriting's inherent scientific base from which handwriting is analyzed. Like any other
scientific study, handwriting is based upon inescapable laws/elements/principles which are
exhibited each time a person writes. These form the stable rock of its foundation. Part of that
rock is the only two possible movements when writing. These movements are stated with
instant proof. No different than any other science, handwriting's silent but dynamic portrayal of
personality is a wonderment of human analytical and historical development. Handwriting is
actually brain writing. By assessing the permanent inescapable elements, a personality can be
traced just like the infamous duck tracks. Besides describing the elements/principles/laws,
original concepts of handwriting will be presented. A 20-year study to determine the very
necessary average standard size for writing is given with statistics and insight into the power of
handwriting. A presentation is made implying handwriting's reality source base. Further, the
generally accepted copybook "standard" writing size is challenged with various arguments. The
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process of personnel selection (before hiring) is also presented and much to the employer's
advantage. It's the personality that DOES the job, not experience nor education. Yes, the latter
help but they do not DO the job. Only the inherent qualities matched to the job description can
produce a known performance level prior to hiring. This book is an inspiration to the
understanding of handwriting's foundation scientific base and why handwriting analysis is real
and works. Forget about what you may have learned or heard of previously. This book gives
you the truth about handwriting. You'll be surprised and totally engaged in this most fascinating
true presentation. Does your handwriting actually change? The answer is in this book. Is
handwriting analysis good for evaluating a mate? Absolutely... before the ring. Those and
much more in this most forthright scientifically based presentation. Welcome.
1952 Contents: Introduction; Base Line and Slant; Pressure; Logic-Reason; Intuition;
Introversion; Extroversion; Honesty-Dishonesty; Waste-Economy; Jealousy-Vanity-Envy;
Intelligence-Will; How to Write Your Analysis.
Now you can discover the "hidden" personality and behaviour of your mate, lover, friends,
boss, co-worker and, even strangers.
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